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2 TOWER MONITOR SERIE 8T POLK AUDIO HEAVY LINE!! Item number: 5741459531

Email to a friend

List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Larger Picture

Winning bid: US $132.50

Ended: Jan-06-05 17:53:39 PST

Start time: Dec-30-04 17:53:39 PST

History: 12 bids   (US $0.99 starting bid)

Winning bidder:

Item location: MIAMI BEACH
United States

Ships to: United States

Shipping costs US $60.00 -  Standard Flat Rate
Shipping Service (within 
United States )

 Shipping, payment details and return policy

Seller information

Description
Item Specifics - Home Speakers

Speaker Type: Floor Standing Wireless: --
Brand: Polk Condition: Used
Cabinet Color: Black

YOU ARE BIDDING ONE

PAIR POLK AUDIO MONITOR SERIE

MODEL 8T FRONT SPEAKERS

 

                                                            

 

 

Start new search



 The name “Monitor” is special to Polk Audio. The original Polk
Audio Monitor Series, produced in the mid-1970s, ushered in the
modern loudspeaker era by setting the standard for performance
and value. The original Monitor Series is the line that made Polk
Audio famous with its simple, sturdy construction, clear, accurate
sound, powerful bass and superior imaging all at a price that made

great sound available to everyone.

The Monitor Series is classic Polk: a quality-built, affordable line
of high performance loudspeakers for music and home theater.

They are highly efficient, so they can be driven easily by
unpretentious receivers, and they are voice matched for lifelike

surround sound environments. The Monitor Series boasts a stylish
look that complements today’s flat screen technology, with wood

grain finishes and modern Titanium faces, and beefy stabilizer feet
on the tower models. Built for speed, sound and value, the Monitor

Series is a great introduction to high performance sound.

The Monitor 8T features: 

High efficiency design allows the Monitor Series to reveal the 
classic Polk Audio sound (open, spacious and clear) even when 

driven by modestly-powered amplifiers and receivers. 
1-inch (25mm) Fabric/Polymer Composite Dynamic Balance Dome 

Tweeter with powerful Neodymium magnet structure delivers 
clear and detailed high frequency response for realistic 

reproduction of vocals and instruments. 
5 1/4-inch Bi-Laminate Composite Dynamic Balance Drivers are 

lightweight and stiff with good damping for high efficiency, 
excellent bass and lower distortion. 

Multiple small-diameter driver design delivers wide dispersion,
better mid-range, and more detailed bass response for an open,

“box-less,” three-dimensional sound.
Non-resonant all-MDF enclosure construction with ¾"-thick

baffles and front–to-back and side-to-side internal bracing ensures
cleaner, clearer, more lifelike sound quality.

Crossovers use Mylar bypass capacitors for more detailed high 
frequencies. 

Dual Five-Way Binding Post Connectors, allowing for more secure 
hook-up options, as well as bi-wiring and bi-amping flexibility. 
Monitor Series speakers are “modern living accessories” that

make a stylish statement in either Black or Cherry wood grain
finish, with Titanium faces.

Magnetically shielded for safe placement on or near TVs and video 
monitors with no risk of video distortion. 

Bold, fat stabilizer feet that ensure stability on carpet or hard 
floors for more precise bass response and superior imaging. 

Slim tower design has a footprint of less than one square foot. 
Critically Tuned Flared Port minimizes port noise (“chuffing”) for

good low frequency extension with low distortion, resulting in
natural, full-bodied sound with rich bass.

Driver Complement
Mid/Woofer 2 - 6.5" Diameter (15.34cm)

Dynamic Balance 
Bi-laminate composite cone 
driver, magnetically sheilded

Tweeter 1 - 1" Diameter (2.54cm)
Dynamic Balance 
Silk/polymer composite 
dome, magnetically shielded



Electrical
Overall Frequency Response 42Hz - 25kHz
Lower -3dB Limit 57Hz 
Upper -3dB Limit 24kHz
Nominal Impedance 8 ohms 

 order high and low pass
Inputs Dual (bi-amp) 5-way binding 

posts

Dimensions
Cabinet Size 33.5" H x 9" W x 11.5" D

(87.90cm H x 19.78cm W x 
28.45cm D)

Enclosure Type Vented via front panel flared 
port

CONDITION: -

Bid & Win with confidence.  The Speakers sound great and have been very well taken care of. Cabinets are in very good condition with a
couple minor dings. Grilles are also in very good condition, don't miss them!!!!!.... 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PAYMENTS : -

1- Paypal 

2- Money order (Wester union- Post office)

3- Cashier check

4- Personnal check

 

_____________________________________

SHIPPING INFO:- 

1- USA (48 states) CUSTOMERS Please add only $60.00 for S&H , I will ship it with USPS standard mail, tracked, for international bidders the shipping cost
is $100.00 but doesn't has tracking number provided. 



________________________________________

NOTE FOR THE BIDDERS:-

A bid on our auction states that you have read and agreed to all Terms and Conditions. Please, do not bid if you do not intend to complete your 
winning bid.

 

FEEDBACK POLICY:

First time buyers must email us prior to bidding and or purchasing our products for verification of Ebay status.  Bidders with a positive feedback rating below 90%
will automatically be disqualified from my auctions and their bids canceled unless they get prior approval from IL4JC prior to bidding.  Please help me to make
your Ebay experience a safe and happy one by following these rules.     

 
SALES POLICIES:
 
By bidding on my products you the buyer are herby accepting all terms set forth in this statement.  My products are purchased from many different sources at any
given point in time and therefore, I cannot possibly know the history of each and every phone.  I make a concerted effort to purchase only good quality products
that have been performance and functionality tested to ensure their proper working condition. I make an effort to list all of our products in a very detailed fashion
so as to inform my customers of their mechanical and cosmetic condition, regardless of the picture provided in the ad.  
 
BIDDER/BUYER RESPONSIBILITIES:
 
IL4JC believes it is up to you the buyer to understand that once you have made a bid and or purchased one of our phones that you are buying my
product “as is” with no warranty by me expressed or implied unless otherwise stated in the main body of the advertisement, “all sales are final.” This
policy also extends to batteries, SIM cards, earpieces, chargers and any other accessories offered.  From time to time there can be unforeseen problems
with the software and or hardware of a phone which may require the buyer to work directly with the manufacturer to resolve said issue.  In many cases
the original manufacturers warranty may still be in effect and can be used to resolve any irregularities in performance of your phone at little to no cost to you.  It
must be noted however, that all of our phones are carefully cataloged and documented to prevent tampering and or fraudulent activities by individuals who may try
and return a phone claiming that it was sold in disrepair.  In cases involving those activities, Ebay’s fraud department will be notified at once and IL4JC will
exercise its rights as a seller to protect its good reputation.  In addition, each and every telecommunications carrier has their own set of policies and procedures for
activation and service related issues, so it is left to the buyer to fully understand the capabilities of the phone you are purchasing and your carrier’s policies for
activation of your phone.   IL4JC is simply "the seller of the hardware only.”  Please email us prior to bidding on our products if you don’t understand our
policies or have any questions.
 
ilive4jesuschrist@hotmail.com
 
 
THE GUARANTEE:
 
I don't refund payment for misunderstanding from the buyers, I will exchange a ITEM for one of the same or equal quality, or refund the original cost of the ITEM
if there is a problem with the activation of that phone as a result of any past billing related issue (save when the auction is sell for parts only). “This policy does not
extend to phones with SIM cards as we cannot possibly know the history of the SIM card or whether it is valid for activation.”  In the event a phone is damaged
during shipping, it is left to the buyer to notify IL4JC  within 24 hours in order to file a claim with USPS.  The buyer is responsible for working with and resolving
their claim directly with USPS.  IL4JC must be notified within 24 hours once you’ve received your phone in order to be considered eligible for our return policy. 
Any notifications outside of the 24-hour deadline will not be eligible for a return or exchange and any negative feedback associated will be reported to Ebay’s
Safeharbor for investigation of buyer fraud.   
 
SHIPPING:
 
IL4JC reserves the right to use USPS mail for fastest delivery. We charge $60.00 for shipping and $5.00 for postal insurance to ensure that your ITEM will arrive
in good working condition.  We require 4 at 7 business days to process payments before we ship out our products.  Once shipped our buyers will receive an email
from us with a tracking number so that all deliveries can be tracked online using the postal website.  However, buyers must realize that we as the seller have
absolutely zero control over the speed and efficiency of the postal service and cannot be held liable for slow deliveries or packages that are lost in the mail.
 
ACCESSORIES:
 
From time to time, we may run out of any number of accessories that may be included in our auction ads including: Chargers, Batteries, Ear Pieces, Holsters, Belt 
Clips and or Manuals.  In those cases we reserve the right to have said items directly shipped from our suppliers to our customers, which may delay the completion 
of the order.  In those cases, we will do our best to properly notify our customers that their accessories are being ordered and shipped directly from our suppliers to 
their address. 
 
RETURN POSTAGE POLICY:
 
We feel that Ebay is a venue for shared responsibility by both the seller and the buyer and therefore we will not reimburse buyers for shipping cost for returns or 
refunds.  Phone must be sent back to IL4JC first before refund will be given.  All products being returned by the customer must be sent back in the exact same 
condition as when received.  Customer must provide tracking and insurance of original purchase price of product before refund will be disbursed. 
 
 
 
NON-PAYING BIDDERS:



 
All payments for items must be received within 3 days after close of auction.  In the event a buyer fails to pay IL4JC within the allotted time frame we
reserve the right to sell said item outright to another buyer, or re-list it without notice.  In the event of non-payment, IL4JC will utilize its rights to file a
case with Ebay for non-payment and request a “Final Value Credit Fee” in said buyers name.
 
  If you have a problem with an item you purchase I would appreciate it if you would contact me about it. In the past some 
people have left feedback about a problem without even contacting me first to resolve the problem. We are dealing mainly 
with older & new electronic items. Things do happen that are beyond the control of anyone. I work with my customers to try 
and find a fair resolution of a problem, but I have to know there is a problem. I try to describe my items accurately and I like 
satisfied customers.  

Thank you for considering my products and happy bidding!!!!!!

 * I CAN'T TO REPLY EACH EMAIL TIMELY AFTER TO CLOSE THE AUCTION, U WILL TO
RECEIVE ONE EMAIL WITH THE SHIPPMENT CONFIRMATION AND TRACKING NUMBER, IF U 
DIDN'T RECEIVE IT IN 7 DAYS U CAN TO ASK FOR IT WITH ITEM NUMBER REFERENCE....SO 
MANY THANKS

FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Shipping Cost Services Available Available to
US $60.00 Standard Flat Rate Shipping Service United States Only

Will ship to United States.

Shipping insurance
US $5.00 Optional

Seller's payment instructions
I SHIPP WORLDWIDE.I DON'T REFUND THE SHIPPING COST.PLEASE ALLOW 4-7 DAYS FOR DISPATCH.I DON'T RESPONSABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGE 
DURING SHIPP I'LL ONLY BE ABLE TO FILE CLAIM AND TURN OVER RESPONSABILITY TO THE RECEIVER.DON'T BIDD IF YOU CAN'T TO PAY,THE 
PAYMENT MUST TO BE SENT WITHIN THREE DAYS OR I RELIST THE ITEM AND REPORT IT TO EBAY. THANKS AND GOD BLESS YOU

Payment methods accepted

Personal check
Money order/Cashiers check
Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted

Learn about payment methods.
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